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THE FLUID FLOWING ANALYSIS OF RC HYDROPLANE WITH ANSYS 14.0
Eris Andicky1, Agum Gumelar1, Intan Baroroh1, Bagiyo Suwasono1, Naval Architecture and Ship Building Engineering,
Hang Tuah University, Indonesia1
SUMMARY
This research is evaluation from the unmanned fast boat contest at Camplong Beach Madura 2013, there are many lack in
our boat performance. And this is the problem that writer wants to study. Because the boat can’t drove at maximum velocity
and the boat flipped down when impacted with wave and wind. We expect with dimension plan took from hydrofoil ship
concept can maintain the stability of the hull when the ship drove at high velocity. The modeling and analyzing process used
in dimension plan is modeled and simulated with ANSYS 14.0. The goal of this research is to obtain the Design of RC
Hydroplane dimension so as to maintain a stable condition when the ship drove at high velocity and the specification of RC
Hydroplane: Length 700 mm, Breadth 280 mm, Height 199 mm, and draft 50 mm with velocity of 33,47 knots.
Keywords: RC Hydroplane, ANSYS 14.0, Design
INTRODUCTION
This research is evaluating from the contest held
by Ditjen Dikti at Camplong beach Madura 2013and
more than 20 university in Indonesia participated in it.

The goal of the research is to find the hydroplane
dimension and characteristic of hydroplane with ANSYS
14.0 that can maintain it stability when drove at
maximum velocity

and we hope

the hydrofoil hull

concept that we applied can increase the boat’s stability.

The result of evaluation is our ship is lack in

So when the boat drove in the high velocity and impacted

performance. At high velocity the boat cannot maintain

with wave or winds the boat still drove with its maximum

his stability and the bow is lifted then the boat flipping

velocity and stable condition. So in the future we can

down when impact by wave and wind.

provide

information

of

an

optimal

design

for

development of boat modeling.
Furthermore we analyze the hydroplane design
using ANSYS14.0 and found the optimum size of the

Hydroplane (or hydro, or thunderboat) is a fast

hydroplane. To increase the stability we initiate to use

motorboat, where the hull shape is such that at speed, the

hydrofoil hull concept to fix the stability of the

weight of the boat is supported by planing forces, rather

hydroplane. In the modeling and analyzing process we

than simple buoyancy.

use ANSYS 14.0.
A key aspect of hydroplanes is that they use the
The main problem of this project is to find the
hydroplane dimension with ANSYS 14.0 for that can
drove at high velocity with good stability. Because
mostly the hydroplane design set the stability in the main
priority and loss its optimum velocity.

water they are on for lift rather than buoyancy, as well as
for propulsion and steering: when travelling at high speed
water is forced downwards by the bottom of the boat's
hull. The water therefore exerts an equal and opposite
force upwards, lifting the vast majority of the hull out of
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the water. This process, happening at the surface of the
water, is known as planing.
This boat has a flat bottom hull which have the

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
First we design and draw the model with
AUTOCAD 2007

larger area than other vessel with the purpose to reduce
the resistance and water friction. in addition there are
many problems that appears because of fluids flowing
type, either air resistance nor sea wave which cause the
ship flipping down at the high velocity.
Hydroplane is not far from Archimedes law
concept, at real condition Archimedes law just affected
below velocity of 15 knot which the surface of the ship is
under the water. But this theory is not affected if the
velocity of the ship is above 50 knots. Base of the fact

Figure 2: 3D model with AUTOCAD 2007

that happen on the hydrofoil ship, all of the hull’s parts

Futhermore, from 3D model with AUTOCAD 2007 we

are lifting above the surface of the water so Bernoulli

simulate the model with ANSYS 14.0

law’s affecting the ship.

Figure 3: 3D model inserted in ANSYS 14.0
Figure 1: Archimedes and Bernoulli law concept
From the picture above we know that the
Bernoulli and Archimedes law is equal in position.
Archimedes law concept that applied is not affected on
fast ship type.

Figure 4: 3D model with Boundary layer
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Meshing process with ANSYS 14.0

From the picture above, we can know how fast the fluid
flow on the boat. The value of the fluid’s velocity is
known with the colour of the streamline.
The value of each colour is

Figure 5: meshing process
Setup process / solution

Colour

Flow velocity

Red

21,23 m/s

Yellow

16,12 m/s

Green

10,92 m/s

Light blue

5,717 m/s

Dark blue

5,152 m/s

Figure 8: table of colour
From the 3D design simulating with ANSYS 14.0 to find
the characteristic of hydroplane and the specification of
the hydroplane as follows
Length

Figure 6: graphic solution
In this step we wait the simulation graphic until stable,
the graphic is stable when the line is in straight condition.

:

70 cm

Breadth :

38 cm

Height

:

10 cm

Draft

:

5 cm

Assembly RC Boat

And the result of the simulation is below.
Streamline process

Figure 9: RC HYDROPLANE
Figure 7: Bottom view
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The specification of hydroplane
-

Balsah wood (Body)

-

Length 700 mm

-

Breadth 280 mm

-

Height 199 mm

-

Engine : BrushLess Leopard, servo one pierce,
receiver 2 chanel, propeller 3 blade, and general

The result from the experiment :
Velocity of the ship:
S = 150 m
t = 8,72 s
!=

! 150!!
=
= 17,2!!/! = 62!!"/ℎ = 33,47!"#$%
!
8,72!!

steering system
Ship stability:
By the test, we knew that the ship is unstable at high
velocity. Because when drove the bow of the boat is lifted
repeatly and unpredicted.

Advantage of our design
-

This design reduce the water resistance of the
boat greatly, so our hydroplane design is have
smaller resistance than ordinary hydroplane and
with smaller resistance the boat can drove at
optimum

Figure 10: boat test

Experiment :
-

Do experiment 3 until 5 times at the part 1 and 2

velocity.

(

with

same

engine

specification)

Disadvantages of our design
-

This design makes the boat unstable at the high

(1. Start/Stop dan 2. Velocity)

velocity, because the flow fluid over the body is

Do the experiments at morning , noon, and

too large so the bow of the boat is lifted then the

afternoon.

boat fliiping down at the high velocity.

Remote Controller :
-

30 Degree

-

600 Degree

-

100 Degree

-

This design has low maneuver ability, because
the hull of the boat is flat so it reduce the
maneuver ability of the boat.
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CONCLUSION

Agum Gumelar Tandepadang was born in Surabaya,

Using this design makes hydroplane can drove
at optimum velocity, but this hydroplane design has a
disadvantage such as the boat is not stable and the boat
loss his maneuver abillityat high velocity. So we
recommend for using a fin at the stern of the hydroplane.
The function of fin is to stabilize the boat and cut off the
flow in order to increase the boat maneuver ability so the
boat can maneuver better.
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